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Explanation of Bushing and Non-Bushing Sizer Dies  

 

Quite often we hear the question “What is the difference between a bushing full length sizer die and a non-bushing full length sizer die 

and which is best?”  

 Full length sizer dies can be broken down into two types. With no preference on either, these types include the bushing sizer die and 

the non-bushing sizer die.  

 The bushing sizer die uses a bushing to aid in the sizing of the neck while the body of the die does the sizing of the case body. When 

sizing the case, the bushing of the die is pressed around the outside of the neck just after the expander ball of the die passes through the neck. 

As the neck enters the bushing the bushing applies a predetermined amount of tension on the neck. The amount of tension is determined by the 

size of bushing used. As this action is performed the inconsistencies of the case neck wall are forced to the inside of the neck. As the sizer die is 

removed from the case the bushing exits the case neck and the expander ball returns through the neck. The diameter of the expander ball will 

determine the neck tension. When this action occurs the inconsistencies of the case neck wall are forced back to the outside of the neck case. In 

our experience this allows for a more consistent neck tension when the case is loaded.  

Some shooters prefer using no expander ball with a bushing die. In this case the expander ball is replaced with a pin retainer. The pin 

retainer is used to retain the decapping pin and protects the stem of the die. It serves no function in sizing. When a bushing sizer die is used 

with no expander ball, neck sizing is done by the bushing itself. With this method the amount of neck tension is determined by the size of the 

bushing as it is the only and last area of the die to be in contact with the neck of the case.  

 The non-bushing sizer die works basically like the bushing sizer die. However, the non-bushing sizer die uses an expander ball to size 

the neck of the case. The expander ball passes through the neck of the case and sets the amount of neck tension. The non-bushing die is 

designed to size the outside of the neck as the case enters the body of the die. In determining neck tension with the non-bushing sizer die, 

simply change the expander ball size to obtain the desired amount of tension.    

So now, which is best? We’ll let you decide…. 

The bushing sizer die allows more flexibility in the amount of neck sizing. This is beneficial when changing brands of brass, neck 

turning brass to achieve different wall thickness and experimenting with different neck tensions in loading. To ease case neck entry into the 

bushing, all bushings have a small radius on the inside edge. This radius doesn’t allow the sizing of the case neck fully to the shoulder.  

The non-bushing sizer die typically yields more concentric ammo in our experience. It also fully sizes the case neck fully to the 

shoulder for smoother functioning. Neck tension can only be determined by changing expander balls with the non-bushing die. 

 

These two die types are not to be confused as being interchangeable. If a bushing die is used, a bushing must be used to ensure the 

case is properly aligned in the die. With a non-bushing die, a bushing cannot be used.  


